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!, I. Introduction

This report is being prepared in conformance with the contractF
L

requirements at a time prior to complete checkout and testing of the

[ Earth/Lunar horizon sensor. The report will therefore concentrate on

r" a detailed description of the design and operating features of the
io-_

horizon sensor. We will not repeat discussions of features of the

system which have already been presented in previous reports such

as the Phase IB Design Study Report°

At the end of thisdiscussion we will present that portion of

[-• the evaluation test data which has been completed. Final test data

[_ will be presented at the time the instrument is delivered, after

_: completion of performance tests. That data may then be 8ppended

to this Engineering E3port in order to define the performance of the sensor

._[_ more completely.

,: 2. Descriptlon of Horizon.Sensor System Design

An infrared horizon sensor system has been designed which is

capable of searching over a wide field for the edges of a planet

and, upon locating such edges, stations itself in a position which

provides signals which identify the local vertical to the planet.

In this fixed attitude it requires no continuous mechanicai move-

ment and operates with a minlm,un utilization of power. The system

i_ is thus capable of providing a high degree of accuracy when used for

} local vertical determination in orbits around the earth the moon or

other planets. It also has a high reliability figure. Among the
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.'. many other features of the system is a capability for operation,

with high accuracy, over a wide range of aItitudes including

["
synchronous altitude, avoidance of the common cloud lock-on

I problem, elimination of high-speed moving parts and the ability

f_ to function even under high vibration such as during powered

flight.

[,'".. The present program is limited to development of a single

_/ [- optical head capable of tracking only one horizon edge - three
3 t_
_; or four heads or two paired telescopes would normally be used
. ,2

{ for pitch and roll determination The evaluation of the+_ . •

,i'_iI,* performance of the single head configuration becomes somewhat

-_ restricted since one head is not capable of providing a local

'"+'_ vertical output but simply measures an arbitrary angle. There

_:++.1., isalso no provision for possible switchover to an alternate

•...__: telescope in the event of the appearance of the sun in the

, _ _- field of view. The discussion which follows will be concerned

¢' Ii. principally with the basic design of a single sensor.

It will be recalled that the particular concept chosen for

[i this edge tracking horizon sensor evolved from the system trade-off

.." i2 study conducted early in the program and some experience at Ba_es

Engineering company with a system similar to that now used. The

t..: reasons for this choice and the parametric study of various horizon

...."- sensor system concepts were the subjects of the several Engineering

+_...+.+.: Reports submitted in the earlier phases of this program.
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/ E 2.1 Detector

The detector used in this horizon sensor is a Barnes vacuum =

deposited thermopile using bismuth-tellurium thermocouple junctions.

These thermopiles, as well as another type developed by Barnes using

bismuth-antimony junctions, have been developed and tested over a

L
£ 3-year period and have shown themselves to be extremely rugged and

F reliable thermal detectors over ambient temperature ranges of -200°C

_ _ to +100°C_ In this case, two thermopile detectors are mounted on the

base plate of the optical telescope. The areas covered by the thermo®

L pile active junctions subtend fields of view of 1.15 ° in

_, 0
elevation by 8 in azimuth and have dimensions of I.="_,--,,=,,in

_-_;_ elevation by 8 mm in azimuth. These thermopiles are made up of &8

._2_ _ thermocouple junction pairs.

In air the specific responsivity of these thermopiles has been
measured to be 0.67 volts/wat=/cm 2. It will be noted in Figure I

• . _

_ that the thermopile detectors are mounted on the pivoted assembly

_"" r along with integrated circuit preamps and MOSFET modulators. Thus,

to minimize electrical pickup problems, high level signals are fed
a_n

L out through the pivoted assembly shafts using torsionally twisting

_" rl wires. The success and reliability of this type of signal feedout

was first experimentally proven by torsionally twisting a set off0

No. 38 wires through a Z45 angle for 50,000 cycles over ambient

temperature ranges of -35°F to +Ib0°F. No degradation in the wires

was noted durirg or after _his test.

[
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L_ 2.2 Electronic Proces_ss_ ---

The electronic processing configuration of the sensor head is

[
shown in Figure 2. It wiI1 be noted that no mechanical chopping or

p,

L scanning is required to produce the horizon tracking signal. Rather,

" _ the d.c. microvolt-level output of the thermopii.: produced by the

received horizon irradiance is sampled by a Metal Oxide Semiconductor

i [ Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) low-level switch. (This thermopile

4. _ signal sampling technique has been under development at Barnes for
L

over a 2-year period. Developmen_ tests have demonstrated that a
;'.

commutation noise and offset level of less than_imicrovolt can be

_A o o

_i L obtained over a temperature range of -55 C to +85 C. As of this

_:i date only preliminary test data was obtained on the present horizon

_? sensor program in which a different detector (20 element Bismuth

9r _ Tellurium thermopile)was used as the test sample.

,,_ The sampled thermopile signal is amplified and demodulated

_ and serves to control the pulse width of a variable period monostable

multivibrator, which, in turn, feeds variable width power pulses to

a brushless d.c. torquer. The variable pulse width drive results

in a great economy in power as well as tending to relieve the

_: _ mechanical "stiction" produced in the bearings of the pivoted member.

The fixed downward drive is also applied in a pulsed mode. At

tracking equilibrium, the two opposite motor drive pulses will be

phase, so that minimum power will be consumed.in

im
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•_. _ Separate search and track modes are not required for this sensor,

since the downward drive applied to the torquer provides a search
_uction and tracking is automatically achieved when the lower field

of view intersects the horizon. If for some reason the horizon is

q

_ _ not acquired on the first downward pass when the sensor is turned
_ on, the downward drive on the servo moves the pivoted member to the

_i bottom limi ° stop, at which point a magnetically actuated reed switch

_ _ is engaged. This sets a flip-flop, thus in turn producing an upward

:_ bias sign_l which drives the servo to its top limit switch, which in

i'i _ turn resets the flip-flop so that the downward drive horizon search

P_ C action begins again, until a horizon is acquired. Servo rste

• stabilization is accomplished with the use of a brushless d.c.

_ tachometer whose output serves to control the amount of fixed

_i E downward drive This signal processing approach results in a

• uni-polar galn-loop concept which greatly reduces the number of

,_ electronic parts in the system.

2.3 Offset Radigtlon Source Operation

The offset radiation source shown in Figures 1 and 2 is used
to minimize the offset voltage present at the thermopile detectors

when the sensor views cold space. This thermopile offset voltage

is a functlonof the sensor ambient temperature. If the offset
radiation source were not used, a relatively large negative d.c.

term would be added to the A and B detector outputs and the effect

• [ on the sensor errors of any detector responsivity mismatchwould be

I
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gL'eatly accentuated. The offset radiation source serves to

I_ radiatively "he_t up" the thermopile active junctions so that
Li

the A and B thermopiles produce essent_ai_y zero microvolts

when they view cold space.

lhe offset radiation source is closed-loop controlled by the

summed outputs of detectors A and B+ This control loop compares

_ the d_teetor outputs to ground potential and applies power to the
i

rl offset radiation source until any negativ - output of the detectorst-

is removed. Since in normal system operation the A detector always

views space and the major portion of B also views space, the space

offset terms of both thermopiles are automatically reduced to essen-

#_ tially zero by the offset radiation suurce. It should be emphasized that

C this is true even if there is a responsi':i_y mismatch between the

; _ A and B detectors, because a responsivity mismatch is analogous to

,_: a difference in detector absorptivity. Therefore, it can be shown

+E
that a thermopile detector having a low absorptivity (i.e., low

emissivity) will have a low offset term; but by the same
space

token, it will also accept less IE radiant ._nergy from the offset
radiation source. This powerful self-compensatlng effect of the

offset radiation source was demonstrated i_ the Barnes-developed

r" LPHS sensor, in which an array of 90 thermopiles was irradiated
L

: with an offset radiation source with the result that the space

• offset term in the thermopile _as reduced to one microvolt when

:[,,,,,_ the sensor viewed a liquid nitrogen background. To date we have
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t_

made measurements with the telescope of our sensor viewing dry iceL;

with the result that the offset heat source reduced imbalances atr_

the input to approximately _aVolt.

2.4 Optical System

q E The Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor optical system employs a 2.5"
Diameter f/l aspheric lens made of Silicon as the objective. A

_ [_ second element of the system a field flattener silicon lens is

_ located immediately in front of the detector and also serves as
the substrate for a 14 micron cut on interference filter (see Fig. 3a®d

: E lens design). This interference filter, coupled with the normal

_ fall-off in transmission of Silicon at about 35_, produces an
C

optical pass band of 14-35 microns and encompasses the CO2-H20
.%

atmospheric absorption bands which are considered to be satisfactory

?._ _ regions of operation in earth-orbitting missions. The same spectral

region is quite favorable for operation on lunar missions. No

} change in detector or optics is thus required for any of the

° _ missions envisaged. Fig. 3b represents measured lens contours

as they approach the ideal aspheri¢ shape during fabrication°

[
[; •
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3° Expected Performance and Erro_rAnal sl_._

3.1 Accuracy Considerations
There are five main sources of error in the measurement

of horizon declination angle for each sensor head:

eI - error due to earth anomalies and horizon radiance

variations=

e2 - error due to inaccuracy of angular readout transducer°

e3 - error produced by noise and drift°

e4 - error produced by a gain change in signal amplifica-L
tion loop.

e5 - error produced by alignment inaccuracies.

eI - This error comes about due to IR radiance and spatial

variation of the effective earth horizon due to season, geography,

or cloud cover. To evaluate this error for the thermopile edge

tracking horizon sensor, we have used the results of a computer

study conducted by Wark, et al*, to obtain the horizon profile

radiance curves (NaA_ ) shown in Figure 4. Each point on these

horizon profiles is

_P

*Wark, D.Q., Alishouse, J., and Yamamoto, G.
"Calculation of the

Earth's Spectral Radiance for Large Zenith Angles," Meterological
Satellite Laboratory Report No. 21, October 1963..[
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r
and was computed using the measured spectral transmission (_)

L of a typical silicon optical system (shown in Figure 6) and

the values of N_for each altitude°F

The horizon profiles in Figure 4 are plotted as a

altitude above and below the true horizon. The
function of

abscissa can be converted to angular changes in the line of

sight to the horizon as a function of orbit altitude. For

._ example, at a 100-mile orbit altitude, 10 km _ 0.39 ° shift

}f in the line of sight to the horizon; at 200 miles, I0 km

¢# [

"_ 0.23 ° shift, etc.

• L Using this relationship, we can find the edge tracking

•_ F points for the two worst ease horizon profiles (curves B and C)

_: which are plotted in Figure 5. (Note: Cu_le D was also con-

• _._i sidered but does not apply at low aItitudes due to geographical

_ _ considerations.) Let us set the downward drive in the edge
L

_ tracker servo loop so that a 0.2 horizon indentation will

produce a servo null for the coldest, sharp (i.e., high alti-

tude orbit) horizon edge. At a 100-mile altitude, the field

of view edge half-power point indents into the horizon profile

L to the +20 km point on the B curve, and a servo null will occur

when: oo

o o (l)

[
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where

_FOV_ _ spatial response of the horizon sensor field _fview edge. This is defined by the aberrations

of theooptics which will produce a blur circle

of 0.I
c

Of co"rse, the spatial projection of the 0oi FOV edge

_ blur will depend on the orbit altitude. The edge blur relation-

,, _ ship to the horizon profile shown in Figure 5 is applicable to

100 and 200 mile altitudes° The two integrals in equation (1)

were obtained by a planimeter measurement of the applicable cross-

hatched areas in Figure 5, and the two horizon edge positions

-_ _ which satisfied eqaation (!) were obtained by an iteratzve process.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the distance between the two field

_!: of view positions for the two worst case horizon radiance profiles

_: (B and C) is only 4 _m _hich, at a 100-mile orbit altitude, is ,

_ _ equivalent to _0.08 ° from a nominal declination angle. At a

200-mile altitude, 4.5 _m is equivalent to _0.063 ° .

_ _ At very high altitudes (i0,000 to above 22,000 miles), E-

the calculation of the eI error is complicated due to the earth

curvature. At these altitudes, the generated signal is propor-
0 0

_' _ tional to the area of the '_cusp" defined by the intersection,, o'f

t
E

1:
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the sensor's field of view with the circular earth horizon as

shown below:

t

C I o 8oI 1.3 x

| I _ _f Sensor Field of View

?
.'

_ _ Scan Plane __

/,: _ In each case, a servo null is obtained when the solid angle

_ defined by the cusp (/_) is such that o"

"-' G N_AX%c_, K

*:.z",,.,._E where

_ G = optical and electronic gain of the sensor (nominally_¢°

_ constant)

_}. NAA = earth spectral radiance (variable)

_ K = a constant equivalent to the fixed downward drive cn
"_. the servo ._

It can be seen from the above drawing that-B._changes non-

E linearly with linear angular increments of the earth in the scan

plane at altitudes where the chord of the cusp is less than 8° .

Let us set the fixed downward drive on the sensor so that,

at the servo null,/t c _ 1.6(deg) 2 for the coldest horizon edge.

[

i;i
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(This is equivalent to a 0 2° u_4 ......_A^_._atlon. _1 ,-_low

_ 0 2 x 8 (The 0o value is chosenaltitudes, so that r!c o o

to eliminate the effect of the 0.I° field of view edge blurL_

E produced by optical aberrationL'o)
Under the above constraints, an analysis has shown that a

E 1.8:1 radiance ratio between opposite earth limbs will produce

an eI error of +0•08 ° at 22_000 miles, and _0 12°
• at 40,000

miles•

:? E However, it sheuid be pointed out that for high altitude,

_:..__ low eccentricity orbits the field of view edge can be readily
:_ shaped with a field mask to conform to the earth_ curvature at a

_, _ nominal mid-point altitude. For this case,_'l would take the

;;,[ shape of a sector of an annulus_ would vary linearly with earth

increment angles, and would have a maximum horizon indentation

_! _ angular dimension of 0 2 for the coldest horizon edge (N_A C)

_? _ Therefore, if curved field edges are used, it can be shown that,

for N_AB/N_ C _ 1.8, eI = 0.2°/1.8 _ 0.ii = +0.055 ° for any

_; _ altitude from 6000 to i00,000 miles.

It can therefore be concluded that for orbits wlth high

eccentricities, where conformal field shaping cannot be used,

_ eI _ 0.I ° for altitudes between I00 and 20,000 miles, increasing

,.. , _, [ to--+0.1° below altitudes of i00 miles and to -+0.12° at 40,000• , .,.

"': miles For near-circular, high-altitude orbits, where conformal• . ,'. , •

[
field shaping can be used, a d.30.05 value can be assigned to eI.

•) -,,,: [ " ..
•..% .,.q!,_

. .,.:.-.-_-,j .
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_' Since our design goals specify a maximum altitude of 300 n. mi.

conformal field shaping will not be required.
l

e2 - This error results from the inaccuracy of the shaftn

L_ angular transducer used on the sensor. While either analog or

digital encoders could be used, digital type providing a higher
the

accuracy capability at the expense of greater cost and a higher
parts count, the contract specified an analog readout. The

angular transducer shown in Figure I is a synchronous resolver

made by Reeves Instruments. This type was chosen over others made
by Kearfott, Daystrom, etc. because of its higher accuracy. This

type of readout provides a _0.05ereadout accuracy if adequate

n precaution has been taken in designing the reference AC source
U

to be free from Frequency and amplitude variations over the

0 'entire operating temperature range. A great deal of effort was

put into the design of such a stable source of AC power. By the

use of larger transducers, readout accuracies to _I minute of

arc are obtainable. Digital angular encoders of the photoelectric

type (Baldwin Electronics Company) or the multl-speed resolver

type (Inductosyn) can provide readout accuracies better than _0.5

arc-mlnute. Due to the construction of the sensor head, an inter-

changeable angular readout capability is provided; and depending

upon the accuracy required for a given mission, a sultable readout

can be used.
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;1

Since the eI error wii1 be the predominating one in this

sensor, an angular transducer providing _0o05 _ such as was

_ chosen is considered to be adequate, therefore we will use

a value of e2 +0.05 e in our error budget estimation.

U e3 - This error results from noise and drift generated in

_ _ the thermopile detectors and low_level switching circuitry.

_. Preliminary experimental results show a noise and drift

_ level of approximately +_imicrovolt related to the detector

_ signal level including the thermopile, the MOSFET modulator

• and a small amount of pickup of the modulator drive signal

, which has not as yet been eliminated.

_" _ In order to refer this _1 microvolt noise and drift voltage

; to the equivalent angular error, we must calculate the thermo-

:i_ o '
_ pile detector scale factor (_vt) for a 0.I angular shift of

:" _ the horizon edge.
%

• A-_NaA _ _

where

= thermopile detector specific responsivity = 1.3 volts/watt-cm

Ao - aperture area = 31 6 cm 2
"

Ad = detector area = 1.27 x 8.Smm:= 0 ii m22 "

_ N_A_ - lowest horizon spectral radiance.x optical transmission
i at field of view edge = 1.5 x 1O 4 watts/cm2.ster

. _ (see Figure 5)
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i /l/__= change in horizon solid angle for 0.I angular shift
= 0oi x 8 = 2°5 x 10-4 steradians

• _vt 10 -4 10-4
• • _ 1o3 x 31o____6x 1o5 x x 2°5 x0.I

[ °
Av t = 14 mierovolts/0.1

E Therefore, a +I mierovolt drive referred to the detector

_ level will be equivalent to 0.IC/14 or +0.007 °, so that

e 3 = +0.007 °E
The above calculation assumes the use of the 14 to 35

micron spectral region•

C e4 - This error comes about due to a change in the
responsivity of the "B" thermopile, or a change in the

gain of the signal amplification loop. The effect of such '

a change would be that the amount of "upward" drive for a given

horizon indentation angle would be changed, so that a tracking

_ null would be reached at a different horizon declination

angle. If we conservatively allow a_+57, variation in this

loop gain, this is equivalent to an uncompensated earth

radiance change of +57.. By using the techniques discussed

for el, the value of e4 " _+0.015 °.

[
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e5 - This error is produced by misalignment of the sensor

[i head relative to the horizon simulator and involves the angular

accuracy of the simulated horizon obtainable with the horizon
simulator. In this regard_ the horizon declination angle for

each sensor head would be read out for each sensor head by

mounting the head on a precision rotary table and comparing
the sensor head angular transducer output with the horizon

declination angle set on the precision rotary table. Alignment

E of the sensor heads would be achieved by zeroing the angular

transducer for a known horizon declination angle and relating

E this zero setting to an autocollimation surface on the sensor.

If we assume a rotary table accuracy of _0o01 ° and an

autocollimation accuracy of _0,01 °, e5 = _0.014 °.

Error Summary - The 3_ error for each head of this sensor

systmn (etotal) is:

[
etotal = _(el)2 + (e2)2 + (e3)2 + (e4)2 + (es_2

[
Without radiance compensation, for the worst case at I00

mile altitude:

J

[_ %ot°i=_ _°'°s°)2+ _o.os°)2+ _ooor)_+ _o.015°)2* _°.°14°)2

etota I - +0.097 ° at i00 miles

L
m _ m
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E At 200 mile altitude:

E etota I +0.083 c, asymptotic to +--0.078°
= with ¢onformal field

shaping at high altitudes°

The above errors are equal to 0.707 of the total system 3_

error at null for a three-headed system, where the heads are situated

*_ -45°, +45 °, and +135 ° in azimuth relative to the vehicle pitch

_- axis, and:
4

_-: aPitch = (+45°head) - (-45° head)
,. o

_Roll = (+45_ head) - (+135_ head)_j

• _:: _..

__ This is true, since:

"_, _ esyste_ " etOtal

._ sin 45_ = 1.414 etotaI

. _ _" where

, 1 °
etotaI is increased by I/sin45 ° because a _pitch orZ_roll

produces a change in horizon declination angle in each head of
1° (sin45 °), and errors in each head have the corresponding

converse effect.
It can therefore be concluded that, with the exception of earth

i _ oblateness errors, this horizon sensor system without radiance

compensation can provide a 3a null accuracy range against the real

earth horizon of +0.078 ° to +0.14 °, depending upon altitude, number

of heads, and orbit eccentricity.

[
m
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3.2 Measured Sensitivity and Expected Performance of• Earth/Lunar llorizon Sensor

I

The foregoing error analysis is based on infrE "cd

radiance levels as encountered in earth orbit mtsslons.

E With the measured sensor parameters we can also predict

_: _ the performance of the sensor in a lunar orbit o_er the

prescribed altitudes of 50 to 150 n.m. "_

.E
:" To justify both the values of error cited in

_" L the foregoing discussion and that which follows we will

compute the instrument sensitivity for the expected

,, radiance levels encountered on the moon. The voltage

::;[.F developed by the detector if its field ,>f view were fully
_..
e.-

':i'iE on a lunar surface of I00 K is given by

:_2 {_ee TR 3744 IB, Phase IB

_ Design Report)

The radiance in the spectral interv_l 14-4_ for a

100°K black body surface, N4A @ 100°K - 9.5 x I0 "5 Watts/cm 2 ster

g ,The fnO of the optical system is fno " I

f [ The_p_cific responsivity of the detector,

;_i - 1.3 Volts/Watt/cm 2 (in vacuum) ,

_ " efficiency of the optical elements -.35

• [ VD - 41--x 9._X 10 -5 x 1.3 x ..35 . 3_V(1)2

t [ for full field coverage, t

1972020818-023
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For a planet indentation of.Ool the signal developed

[ becomes

f
k

vfF 0 1_= 34_V x 0ol° _ 3_Volts/ o" " TTi_° /o.I
£

i

- . [ It should be noted that this is a conservative figure
.-

, since it assumes that the entire region irradiating a

_i [ O._x 8_detector subtense is at a temperature of lO_Ko

=;: I In general, crater edges which may at times have this

_: low a temperature will occupy a small portion of this

field of view, the balance being at considerably higher.a_

[
2-

[

i

•"' [

r
-r .q _ •

: ,,. ,

..o, :_ ° i
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4. Measurements made to date

A number of tests were conducted in various phases of
L

the construction of the earth/lunar horizon sensor° Most of

these were intended as means for testing the functioning of

various portions of the system. As was stated earlier the
final measurements will be presented after all data has been

taken and upon delivery of the horizon sensor.

In this section we will report the information gathered
at various stages in the construction of the sensor. This

includes: measurement of drift of the detector and input

_" circuitry, detector responsivity measurement, gain and frequency
L

response measurements, noise measurements, response time tests,

transfer function determination offset heat source operating

characteristics, measurements of power consumption and mechanical ,

and physical characteristics of the sensor.

4.1 Detector and input circuit drift

Prior to assembly of the sensor telescope a Bismuth

Tellurium thermopile (not the one now being used) was connected

to the front-end electronics including the MOSFET modulator and

was placed in environmental chamber and in
an cycled temperature

from -30 C to +60 C. The demodulated preamplifier output was

[
recorded on a Sanborn chart recorder. A small stable DC

[i signal was periodically injected at the detector for

I calibration and as a check on system gain. "
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_._ The drift of the input circuitry which resulted, both

variations with temperature and repeatability at any specific

temperature was just slightly under one microvolt, referred to

the input°

r_
_, 4.2 Detector Responsivity

The responsivity of the two detectors used was measured

prior to their installation using a Barnes black-body source and

chopper. The two units measured o7Volts/watt/cm and .67Volts/watt/cm 2

in air.

Experience indicates that when they are mounted in the telescope

compartment is evacuated the responsivity will so that
and the double

a final responsivity of 1.4V/watt/cm is expected. In this process
the time constant will degrade from a value of i00 m sec. The

resistance of the detectors was measured to be about 67,000 ohms.
\

4.3 Measurement of _ain and frequency respons e
The combined gain of the preamplifier--- postamplifier---

demodulator-- low pass filter channel is

4"2 mV d'c" °utpujl V peak-peaka.c. input

This is the signal that modulates the duty cycle of the

voltage wave and thus the electrical power applied to the torquer

motor. The scale factor of this process is

67 m A Incremental stator current
, | t

I00 m V incremental low pass filter output -"

I
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In terms of locked motor torque of the torquer motor

, this becomes

Io0 ounce=inch incremental tor_100 m A incremental stator current

..__ o_ the total electro-mechanical gain
4.2 x 67 x 1o0 =

_ i I00 I00
"_ 0.0281 oz. ino incremental torque

-' _ I microvolt peak to peak incremental input

_. This indicates that the 3.0 microvolt signal

='='2 [• corresponding to an incremental dip of 0ol degree of arc

_" [ into a lO0°k moon is sufficient to overcome by a factor

_ of 8 the bearing stiction torque cf 0.01 OZo in. The

_ safety margin is actually greater than that because of the£

[ very small dither due to the residual 25 cps and I000 cps '

:'_ ripple,

_; The bandwidth of the preamplifier - postamplifier

'_ £ combination is 1o2 cps - 710 cps. The commutation rate is

30 cps. The overall electronic bandwidth is determined by
the low pass filter following the demodulator. It is set

! at d.c. - I cps.

[
,.t![
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L 4.4 Noise Measurements

The equivalent input noise voltage in the preampli-

fier --postamplifier bandwidth (710 cps) has beenf,
, measured as 1.6_Vo rmso At the output of the low pass

filter (i cps bandwidth) this becomes

16
_2,_.= O.06/_V rms

2 7_

:!
_ This shows that the instrument is drift (0.5-1.0
1

• [ microvolt) rather than noise limited.

4.5 Response Time Measurement

•_ The oscillogram of Fig. 7 indicates a response time

_" [
: of about 200 milliseconds for the edge tracker_ In,these

$_ tests the rotating barrel was held fixed in positions dipped

:_ into and away from the simulated horizon and then suddenly

'f"% E_ released. It is seen that the response time for both initial

positi6ns is essentially the same, but the character of the
transient is different, with a swell overshoot in the case of

the field of view originally dipped into the horizon. The

_i: [ reason for this is the difference in the average system loop-

gain (averaged over the time of the transient) controlling

the two types of motion.

I .

g I * " m , ,
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At the time this measurement was made the present

readout system was not yet available and the ripple riding

L
over the traces is that of the rectified output of an

t

induction potentiometer excited with 400 cps.

_ 4.6 Offset Heat Source Operatin_ Characteristics

While testing the effectiveness of the offset heat

E source it was found that the 600 m W maximum power originally

-_ assigned to the heater was not sufficient and that almost

L
I000 m W power was needed. The increase in power has been

&-

achieved by changing the driving mode from half wave to

,_
full wave.

L
_" The drive characteristics have been changed in one

J!_ further respect. The original linear mode of operation hac

_ _ been changed to bang-bang by introduction of a Schmitt

# trigger in the drive control. This was done in order to

speed up the response of the offset heat source control

loop.

The step common mode signal (common to both A and

B thermopiles) when suddenly facing space ( simulated by a

block of dry ice) with the thermopile mounting plate at 25°C

!
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is about 550 micro volt. This common mode signal is

reduced by the action of the offset heat source to about

5% of its original value.q

: _ 4.7 Power Consumption

_ The power consumption of the tracking head hast

increased from the original estimate of 1.2 watts to

about 1=6 watts due to the increase in offset heat

"_ _ source power consumption. (See 4.6)

_, 4.8 Physical Characteristics of the Horizon Sensor

The dimensional measurements of the sensor can

_ be seen from the mechanical drawing, Fig. i and the

# photograph, Fig. 8 .

_ The weight of significant individual components

E and the total weight of one separate optical head is_._

_ _ given in the table below:

/i g
"- E
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,._ Item We_.ght (Ibs.)

End Bells 0.22

ai Electm nic Mounting Rings 0.27

r_ Angular Readout Mount O. 13
l

" Angular Readout Oo25

• _ Torquer and Tachometer Mounts 0.32

_*- fl Torquer and Tachometer 0.8

_ Silicon Lens and Filter 0.II

e, _ P.ivoted Assembly including Detectors,
" •:*s:_ Bearings, and Shafts 0.2

. ,_; _ Cylindrical Housing 0.28
._-

'_ _ PC boards with Electronic Components 0.5

• | Miscellaneous Cabling and Connector 0.I
!_.. _ _ 3.20 lbs.
• _ . ._2%1

.:: Some of the weights of individual components itemized above

'E•
are estimated values. The final total, however, less powert_

_:'::_ supplies was weighed as 3.25 Ibs. The weight of the sensor

can be further reduced (at increased cost) if beryllium or

magnesium are used for the housing and structure.

-. , ti_

L.._-_.
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5. Reliability Estimate for Thermopile Horizon EdKe Tracker

_' (Based on a three headed s_stem)

5.1 Summary
4

A preliminary reliabil_y estimate, based on a "worst

case" parts type/parts count analysis at +60°C, results in an

_ estimated MTBF of 197,600 hours using "Hi-Rel" parts and 15,020

hours using standard MIL spec parts, for a system consisting of
L;

three heads and a power supply.

L 5.2 Reliability Estimate

_ _ A reliability model for the basic system is shown below.

; _ The calculations for MTBF utilize the failure rates as outlinedin Tables 4-I and 4-2.

i E Reliabilit, Model '

H = failure rate
of head

p - failure rate
of power supply

MTBFA

i.[

--ic
[
[

_r
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1 ,,, 1 = I

'_ MTBFA = 3_H + Ap (3 x 20.70) + 4.92 x IC'6 66.62 x i0-_6-

= 15,020 hours with standard MIL spec parts

t

...L, i I = 1
MTBF A =

. 3_H + _p (3 x 1.611) + 0 228 x i0'6 5.061 x i0"6i.....C"

-- b

:, _, = 197,600 hours with Hi-Rel parts

•,:, " 5.3 Failure Rates
4'

_, r
_'..t 5.3 1 Standard MIL Spec Parts

_' E In preparation of this analysis, base failure rates for

! all of the part types, except for the silicon photodetector,
."_i'_ the integrated circuits, and the thermopiles, have been

obtained from MIL-HDBK-217. The silicon detector failure

:';-._" rate was obtained from GE TRA-873-74, "Reliability Analysis

• :._': Data for Systems and Component Design Engineers," which is

'" C distributed by the US Department of Commerce (while no

silicon sun protect detector has been incorporated in the

present sensor it is assumed that the final system will

, _ [ utilize such a system). The failure rate for the .

-_ integrated circuits has been conservatively set at f_ve ,
times the failure rate for transistors, as obtained from

, -_.,:° [

T

[
I I
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"5

MIL-HDBK-217. The thermopiles are manufactured by a

vacuum deposition process whiah results in a unit nearly
#

, identical to a thin-film resistor in construction.

:. ,._ Therefore, the failure rate for a thin-film resistor,r,

, "_ with very little power dissipation or voltage stress,
l,r

: Js used for a thermopile.

'_:' This analysis is based upon a maximum ambient
&
_:r_ tp_mperature of +60°C and on a "worst case" assumption

_ that parts are stressed in accordance with the following:

;_:_ Maximum Stress Ratios

_'i_ Diodes, Rectifier 207.of rated power
g-,
_ Diodes, Zener 50% of rated power

Transistors 207.of rated power _,

._. _ Resistors, Composition 30?._f rated power

"_'_ Capacitors, Tantalum 55% of rated voltage

Capacitors, Ceramic 40Z of rated voltage

5.3.2 "Hi-Rel" Parts

Failure rates for "Hi-Rel" parts have been

obtained from TRW Systems Document 8000.2-124. These

failure rates are estf_ates of what may be obtained in

[
[

!
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L

coming years for h_gh-reliability spacecraft systems, provided
that exceptional care is exercised regarding device appli-

L cation, quality assurance, drift screening-aging test_,
q

and other techniques to eliminate "infant mortality" and
reduce "random" failures to a minimum.

_ The synchronous resolver, tachometer, and torquer
.7

r _ have been considered as transfc_nera since the rate of

L
< rotation of these devices will be negligibly small. Limit

switches are treated as _lays without coils, the silicon

_? _o: _ photodetector is treated as a silicon diode, and
L

are as comparable to thin-filmthe thermoniles considered

_ resistors.

[ -

.J

[
[

.,[
[

.

t

E
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6. Present Status of Horizon Sensor System and Evaluation of Problem
Areas

The horizon sensor has now been assembled in what should

be its final form and is being readied for the final tests to

evaluate its performance characteristics°

Several problems were encountered in the course of assembly

and checkout of the horizon sensor engineering model and these

were reported to NASA/MSC technical personnel in telephone conversa-

tions. These should not be considered to be serious and will not

prevent the achievement of reliable performance approaching the

design goals which had been set. They are of a nature frequently

- encountered in a development program of a sophisticated instrument

of high accuracy and are amenable to correction. Corrective measures

are now being taken in these problem aress.

The problems in this category are as follows:

I. Pickup of low level modulator gating signal at
preamplifier input

i

2. Insufficient power in the offset heat source to
" completely cancel any mismatch in detector

responsivities.

3. Insufficient vacuum sealing of optical telescope
compartment

6.1 Modulator DrivLe Signal Pickup

On first turning on the low level modulator input circuit

a large amount of in-phase modulation offset signal was observed.

I I I
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which was not related to signal developed by the detectors.

I This was found to be cared by pickup of the modulator square

L wave drive and which leaked into the preamplifier input.

The circular circuit board which houses the modulator and

E
prear_plizier is located at the base of the optical telescope

(near the detectors) and is hand wired° Relocating the leads

E carrying this reference signals reduced this offset to an
acceptable level corresponding to just under one microvolt at

E the input of the system. The ensuing error is equivalent to

o

about .05 in a lunar mission and less in an earth orbit. A
next generation printed circuit board performing the required

functions would accomplish a better separation of the reference

drive signal from the low level input circuits and reduce the ,

pickup to even smaller values.

6.2 Offset Heat Source

A slight miscalculation of the conductive heat losses
to the telescope casing of the offset heat source located at

the edge of the optical telescope between the objective lens

and the detector base has resulted in a somewhat marginal heating

of the detectors. It therefore does not fully restore the loss

of heat of the active junctions of the thermopile detectors

when they view space (this original design provided for a

600 milliwatt maximum dissipation). As a result a mismatch

[
Pl El
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of the two detectors (this was measured to be 5%) can result

in a small second order error in that an offset signal would
appear at the system input due to the differential responsivity

even when both detectors viewed the absolute zero space

temperature° The offset heat source does indeed turn out
to be effective in restoring a good measure of the heat lost

by the detectors to space° It thus tends to equalize the

_ temperature of the active junctions with that of the ambient

reference junctions thereby making any responsivity mismatch
m

_'__ (for a near zero temperature differential) of no consequence.

.., When the optical barrel is evacuated the offset heat source

5_
._ seems to require about 75% more power for creating a zero

'_. temperature differential for the two detectors when they

_:. are pointed at a block of dry ice. In an unevacuated state, ,

with convection losses added to the conductive and radiative

_; exchange, the offset heat source is less effective yet.

_i_.

Under normal operating conditions, with the telescope

evacuated and with an ambient temperature of 25°C the two

detectors develop signals of 550/_volts and 525_volts ,

respectlvel_ when viewing dry ice. The difference, which

" '_I_IL" U_ is modulated and fed to the preamplifier would be 25_volts
if no offset heat source were used (under these conditions

i-'_!ili_ the act lye junc tlons are at a temperature about l_C below
that of the reference junctions). With the offset heat

6

..... m i i m
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source in operation the active junctions are heated up and

F_B

L under ideal conditions will assume a temperature identical

to that of the reference junctions. The offset heat source,

as originally designed provided sufficient heat to bring the

[ °active junctions to within .2 C of the reference junctions.

The remanent offset signal was thus brought down from 25_volts
L

to 5/_volts which was considered to be inadequate. The

transient characteristics of the offset heat source control

E loop was also found to be wanting.

A redesign was undertaken as discussed in Section 4.6,

in which offset heat source control electronics was made more

efficient through use of a full wave drive circuit and the

introduction of a Schmitt Trigger providing maximum drive

E signal amplitude. As a result of the modifications undertaken

the offset heat source is now able to reduce the offset signal

to 5% of its original value i.e. 1.25_volts. This represents

less than 0._ error for a hypothetical IO0°K moon. Even

assuming a variation in the efficiency or power generated by the

offset heat source we will still be within safe limits.

6.3 Evacuation of Optical Barrel

E Some difficulty was encountered in achieving a good vacuum

[_ with the telescope assembly due to improper seals at the screw-
on base of the optical barrel which houses the detectors and _

HI I In i-i
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input circuit boards and in the hollow shaft through which

the leads are fed from the telescope to the external circuits°

,
O-ring seals proved inadequate in maintaining an adequate

vacuum for an extended period of time° Out®gasing Lakes

place at a rate of about I0 _6 cc/secondo A vacuum of
10-7 tor has been measure4 ,ortly after removal of the

evacuation tube but degrades rather _ "dly with time.

We believe that a sealing compound such as Hysol will

permit more adequate v_cuum sealing. However we wish

E to complete all tests and assure ourselves of proper

system operation before making the seal final and

thereby precluding any possible revisions or readjust-

ments. Design with somewhat tighter tolerances in a

next sensor would prevent the difficulties with evacua-

tion presently encountered.

g
As pointed out earlier, none of the problems cited are expected

to hinder the achievement of the performanc= which has been

predicted for the Earth/Lunar Horizon Sensor system.

E

[
I Ill I i m
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7. Present Status of Program and Conclusions

At this writing the engineering model Earth/Lunar

Horizon Sensor has been completely assembled. The servo

loop has been closed and initial tests have been made to

establisb that the basic system is functioning and is

ready for the individual and detailed testing which

will be required to fully characterize its performance

capabilities.

Certain tests were conducted at various stages

of the design and assembly of the system to establish

if the individual elements of the system are performing

as required and expected. The results of such tests and

data have been presented in this and in earlier reports.

A procedure has been established for performing the

final system checkout tests and instrumentation and

simulation equipment is presently being assembled to

perform evaluation tests. It is not expected that

sufficient time will be available for such tests as

vlbration_ shock_ E_I_ etc., which are not called for

in our contract.

i

,2

#

't
1
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We have reviewed the information presented in

_j the parametric study of horizon sensor systems and which

constituted phase IA and IB of this program.* In light

of the information presented there, our general experience

in the field of horizon sensors and the preliminary

observed performance characteristics of the Earth/LJnar
Horizon Sensor we are compelled to conclude that the

choice which has been made jointly by NASA/MSC and Barnes

Engineering Co. and which resulted in the development of
the present system concept was the correct one. We

believe that this system is capable of performance quite

superior to that of other systems developed to date. ,

• The basic features and advantages of the system

have already been cited. We wish to repeat only the

<_ principal ones:

1. The system uses no continuously moving parts
and is capable of long llfe. In addition it
can successfully operate in a vibration environ-
ment.

!

* See earlier engineering reports• Phase IA Study Report,
Addendum to Phase IA Report and Phase IB Design Study \

,i Report.
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2o It achieves a high signal to noise ratio by
sensing radiation from the edge of the planet

without requiring any scanning (e.g. conical
scan over a wide acquisitioi_ field) or vibration

near the edge of the planet which it tracks.

This high signal-to-noise ratio results because

only a minimum noise bandwldth is required.

3. It avoids cloud or lunar crater-terminator

iock-en problems through use of the field

switching technique in which the radiance

from the edge of the planet is always
compared to a O°K space reference located
far (17o2 °) above the horizon°

4. The system is versatile and can achieve a

high accuracy when operating in orbits

around the earth, the moon or any of the
major planets of interest. It should be

emphasized that this high accuracy is

maintained over a wide range of altitudes

including synchronous alticudeo No changes
in the optics or spectral characteristics of

the system are required to achieve this
performance.

Since the horizon declination angles are read out

through a precision resolver (or digital readout) the

sensor's linear range or angular scale factor is independent

of the orbit altitude. In addition the sensor can provide

a highly accurate readout of the orbital altitude. The

inclusion of a tachometer in the sensor design allows

the simple generation of vehicle angular rate outputs.
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In view of the above discussion we there£ore

feel that this system can be considered the most advanced

i development in infrared horizon sensors presently known.

_ E

,_I_E
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